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Appendix Two
Maps
Appendix 2: Historical Maps
2a. Map Bibliography
Author: Harper, William
Title: Harper's Map of Sydney
Year: 1823
Origin: Harper's chain survey prepared at the direction of the Governor.

Location: AO S.268
Form: Original
Subject1: Utilised
Subject2: InfoRec: Not accessed.

Notes: This map is not accessible to the public due to its fragile state.

Author: Harper, William
Title: Harper's Map of Sydney
Year: 1823
Location: ML MT2 811.16/1823/1
Form: Photocopy mounted on canvas
Subject1: Utilised
Subject2: InfoRec: No key is given. Allotment boundaries, structure outlines. Names of major structures. Details of wards and parishes. Some individual structure information is recorded, but is lost due to poor copying by the Archives.

Notes: The Map is copied onto a series of 21 A3 sheets. Is of better quality than the other copy held at ML.
Author: Harper, William
Title: Harper's Map of Sydney
Year: 1823
Origin: Based on Harper's 1823 chain survey
commissioned by the Governor. Redrawn in 1880 by G.C. Stewart, Dept. of Lands.
Location: ML M3 811.16/1823/1
Form: Photograph mounted on canvas
Subject1: Utilised
Subject2:
InfoRec: As Above

Notes: This is a poor copy, very faint in nature. It is printed on three sheets.

Author: Harper, William
Title: Harper's Map of Sydney
Year: 1823
Origin: Copy of the original of Harper's 1823 chain survey.
Location: AO SZ 434-436
Form: Aperture card copy
Subject1: Utilised
Subject2:
InfoRec: As Above

Notes: This is a copy of the original at the archives. The Rocks/Millers Point cannot be discerned as the cards are faded.
Author: Harper, William  
Title: Harper's Map of Sydney  
Year: 1823  
Origin: Copy of MT 2 811.16/1823/1 held at Mitchell library.

Location: Personal Copy  
Form: Negative  
Subject1: Utilised  
Subject2:  
InfoRec: As Above

Notes: Copy made to facilitate scanning into the computer for analysis.

Author: Wells, W.H.  
Title: Map of Sydney  
Year: 1842  
Origin: Wells; candidate for City Surveyor.

Location: Z ML MC 811.17/1842/1  
Form: Aperture Card  
Subject1: Utilised  
Subject2:  
InfoRec: Schematic building outlines are shown, as are the names of major structures.

Notes:
Author: Wells, W.H.
Title: Map of Sydney
Year: 1843
Origin: Candidate for city surveyor.

Location: ML Z M2 811.17/1843/1
Form: Aperture card
Subject1: Utilised
Subject2:
InfoRec: Schematic building outlines are shown, as are the names of major structures.

Notes: This copy has greater resolution than the 1842 map.

Author: ?
Title: Map of Walsh Bay and Millers Point
Year: 1850
Origin:

Location: ML M4 811.17 gbbd/1850/1
Form: Photocopy mounted on canvas.
Subject1:
Subject2:
InfoRec:

Notes: Wrong year to be of use.
Author: ?
Title: 1865 Tigonometrical Survey Map
Year: 1865
Origin:

Location: AO. (Behind desk) Key Map AO 6178
Form: Aperture card
Subject1: Utilised
Subject2:
InfoRec: Building Fabric: Stone, Brick, or Iron. Sewers, Water Mains, Locks, Fire Plugs, Hydrants, Fountains and Horse Troughs. Outlines of structures, including outbuildings are given, as are allotment outlines. Street numbers are annotated by hand.
Notes: Used for first survey. Original is in colour.

Author: Hunt and Stephens
Title: Hunt and Stephens Map of Sydney.
Year: 1868
Origin:

Location: ML Z M4 811.17/1868/1
Form: Aperture card
Subject1:
Subject2:
InfoRec: Street numbers and public buildings.

Notes: This copy high quality and on aperture card. The 1864 Trig Survey a more appropriate year with more info.
Author: Dove, Percy
Title: Map of Sydney, 1880
Year: 1880
Origin:

Location: Andrew Wilson
Form: Photocopy
Subject1: Utilised
Subject2:
Notes: Original is in colour. Need to be checked for the building fabric key.

Author: City and Suburban Plan Co.
Title: City of Sydney
Year: 1889
Origin: From Publishers of John Sand's Directories

Location: ML ZM3 811.171/1889/1
Form: Aperture Card
Subject1:
Subject2:
InfoRec: Only streets, but with a good scale

Notes:
Author: ?
Title: Sketch Map of Sydney, 1900
Year: 1900
Origin: Department of Lands.
Location: ML ZM4 811.17/1900/1
Form: Aperture card
Subject1:
Subject2:
InfoRec: No Property Details.

Notes:

Author: ?
Title: Map of Plague Sufferers in Sydney
Year: 1900
Origin:
Location: ML M4 811.18/1900/1
Form: Aperture card
Subject1:
Subject2:
InfoRec: Plague Sufferers recorded on map with large dots. No property divisions.

Notes: On aperture card.
Author: McCarron, Stewart and Co.
Title: Tram Map of Sydney
Year: 1900
Origin:

Location: ML Z M4 811.18gme/1900/1
Form: Aperture card
Subject1:
Subject2:
InfoRec: Tram routes and stops as lines along streets. No property divisions.

Notes:

Author: ?
Title: Boundaries of Land vested in the Sydney
Year: 1901
Origin: Sydney Harbour Trust

Location: AO 364-381
Form: Original
Subject1:
Subject2:
InfoRec: No property Divisions.

Notes: No date recorded. Post 1900, probably 1901.
Author: Mollison
Title: Rocks Resumption, 1901.
Year: 1901
Origin:

Location: ML Draw B31.
Form: Original
Subject1:
Subject2:
InfoRec: No Property Divisions

Notes:

Author: ?
Title: Darling Harbour Resumptions
Year: 1901
Origin: Sydney Harbour Trust

Location: AO Maps 6226-6232
Form: Aperture Card
Subject1: Utilised
Subject2:
InfoRec: No key is provided. Section Numbers, Allotment Numbers, Street Numbers, Frontage Length, Owner, (Occupier), Mortgager or Mortgagee details. Land use and Building outlines are provided.

Notes: Used for the survey, but only plans C,J,H,R,M,O,AND X are present. Plan Q is at the SCRA, the rest in A-X range are missing. Original is in colour, but the hard copy map has not been processed.
Author: ?
Title: Rocks Redevelopment Projected Buildings
Year: 1901
Origin: SCRA?

Location: 811.171/1901
Form: ?
Subject1:
Subject2:
InfoRec:

Notes: This could be the original, or the hard copy of the 1972 redrawing.

Author: ?
Title: Rocks Redevelopment Projected Buildings
Year: 1901
Origin: SCRA?

Location: M SER 4.000/1 ML MSS 4555 shs1-2
Form: ?
Subject1:
Subject2:
InfoRec:

Notes: This could be the original, or the hard copy of the 1972 redrawing.
Author: ?
Title: Miscellaneous Plans of Sydney 1918-52,
Year: 1918
Origin: Various

Location: AO 61145-61151, (orig); Ao 61153-61155,
Form:
Subject1:
Subject2:
InfoRec: Mostly of future Paddy's Market Site,
Some however deal with 1918 Observatory
Hill resumptions, and 20th C Wharf
ownership

Notes:

Author: ?
Title: Block Plans of Sydney, 1919-26
Year: 1919

Location: ML MSer2 811.17/1926/1
Form: Original, in colour
Subject1:
Subject2:
InfoRec:

Notes: Does not include the Rocks or Millers
Point. Another Copy is at MAXX
811.17/1926/1.
Author: ?
Title: Block Plans of Sydney, 1919-1926
Year: 1919
Origin: Fire Underwriters' Association

Location: MAXX 811.17/1926/1
Form: Original
Subject1:
Subject2:
InfoRec:

Notes: Not checked as yet.

Author: ?
Title: Maps Associated with the Plague in
Year: 1921
Origin:

Location: AO Maps 18817-18822
Form: ?
Subject1:
Subject2:
InfoRec:

Notes: Unchecked as they are held at Kingswood.
Author: Central Mapping Authority
Title: Map of the City of Sydney, U1845
Year: 1979
Origin: Lands Department

Location: Lands Department
Form: Aerial Orthophoto Copy
Subject1:
Subject2:
InfoRec: Shows both topography and structures as they existed in 1979

Notes: This was utilised as the key map of the survey. Australian Mapping Grid. UTM Zone 56. Scale 1:2000
2b. Harper's Map of Sydney, 1823
2c. Digitised Copy of Harper's Map
Map 2c.
The Rocks and Millers Point, 1823.
(From Harper's Map of Sydney, 1823.)
2d. Trigonometrical Survey Map of Sydney, 1865
Section A
OF PLAN
OF THE Trigonometrical Survey OF THE
CITY OF SYDNEY
Section C

Plan
Trigonometrical Survey
City Sydney
2e. Digitised Copy of 1865 Trigonometrical Survey of Sydney,

1865.
Map 2e

The Rocks and Millers Point, 1865.
(From the Trigonometrical Survey of the City of Sydney, 1865.)

Scale, (in Metres)
2f  Darling Harbour Resumption Map, 1901
DARLING HARBOUR RESUMPTIONS,
WITHIN PART OF SECTION 90.
CITY OF SYDNEY.

PLAN C.

The notification of resumption appears in the "Government Gazette" of 3rd May, 1910, No. 415, Fol. 3620.
For relative position of the Properties shown herein, see Key Plans A and B.
Darling Harbour Resumptions,
Within Section 55 and Part of Section 30.
City of Sydney.

Plan J.

For relative position of the properties shown here, see Key Plans A and B.

The notification of resumption referred to the "Government Grants" of 3rd May, 1900, No. 415, Fol. 4426.
DARLING HARBOUR RESUMPTIONS,
WITHIN SECTIONS 74, 77, 78, 79, 80, 82, AND 84.
CITY OF SYDNEY.
PLAN O.

The notification of resumption appeared in the "Government Gazette" of 29th December, 1900, No. 1203, Fol. 1103.
DARLING HARBOUR RESUMPTIONS,
WITHIN SECTIONS 89, 94, AND 98,
CITY OF SYDNEY

The notification of resumption appeared in the "Government Gazette" of 20th December, 1900, No. 1203, Folio 10123.

NOTE.—Rent measurements are shown hereon in black figures.

Scale of Feet

Note: Coordinates from Town North as origin.
DARLING HARBOUR RESUMPTIONS.
WITHIN SECTION 92,
CITY OF SYDNEY.

PLAN X.

Scale of Feet.

In accordance with the Government Gazette of the 22nd Day of April, 1880, No. 106, Pt. III, 1880.

Drawn by...

Signed...

[Signature]

[Scale]

[Measurements]
2g Digitised Copy of the Darling Harbour Resumption Map, 1901.
Map 2g
Sample Blocks of the Rocks and Millers Point, 1901
(from Darling Harbour Resumption Map 1901.)